Combined transplantation of free tissues.
Combined transplantation of free tissues is a new microsurgical technique by which, with only one set of vessels supplying blood, two or more free tissues can be transplanted simultaneously. Very large soft-tissue defects that are not amenable to conventional transplantation, or defects of two or more tissues, either similar or different in nature, can be repaired in a one-stage operation. It is accomplished by vascular combination; i.e., by means of anastomosing the corresponding vessels of their pedicle, the free tissues to be transplanted are reconstituted into an assembly with only one common vascular pedicle which is then rejoined to the vessels selected to supply blood to the grafts in the recipient site. From December of 1983 to July of 1985, the author has performed 17 combined free-tissue transplantations of seven different clinical types for microsurgical repair and reconstruction of extremities. All the transplanted parts survived, and the extremities regained very good function. Seven patients are reported individually in the paper, each representing a definite clinical type. The concepts and operative technique introduced and the indications and advantages of the newly designed procedure are discussed.